
Accentuate the Positive

The transforrnative power of srnall encouragements and
welcoming interactions By: rman Rastegari, Leah shafer

With an unsettling year drawing to a close, many educators are increasingiy aware of race: how
it impacts student achievement and how it obstructs connections between people. But as we hope
for a new year filled with equity and kindness in schools and beyond, research offers some

encouraging insights.

Confrontingracial tensions, biases, and microaggressions can have powerful effects. But schools

may also benefit from widening the lens. Behavioral psychologist Todd Pittinsky has found that

when white teachers encourage and model overtly welcoming interactions between sfudents of
different races, ethnicities, genders, and abilities, student achievement increases.

These "microaffirmations," as Pittinsky calls them, can be transformative - not only for
academic work, but for broader school climate and even for life outcomes.

The Research

In a recent study, Pittinsky, who teaches at the Harvard Graduate School of Education, tested

whether positive attitudes of predominantly white teachers could augment the learning outcomes

of mostly minority students. The results suggest that simply being welcoming and inclusive can
help students not only feel comfortable in school, but also grow academically.

The study looked at more than 1,200 teachers in predominantly minority schools in 14 states

across the country. Of them, 80 percent were white and the rest nearly all Latino or African
American.

It examined two characteristics of welcoming interactions: what Pittinsky calls "empathic joy,"
or the happiness that comes from taking the perspective of another person, and "a1lophi1ia," a
term he coined as an antonym to prejudice, meaning, o'love or like of the other."

To determine teachers' ievels of empathy and allophilia, the researchers asked them to rate their
agreement to statements such as "When my students celebrate things, I am happy for them" and

"ln general, I have positive attitudes about my students." The researchers then measured these
scores alongside assessments of the teachers' positive engagement with their students, and

against end-of-year tests measuring students' academic growth.

The results? A chain of good effects.

Teachers' empathic joy was associated with allophilia. Allophitia, in turn, was associated with
positive engagements between sfudents and teachers, which were then associated with greater
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student learning. The research suggests that these positive interactions can make students more
optimistic at school and more committed to continuing their education.

Microaffirmations in the Classroom

Many teachers already recognize and promote positive interactions - microaffirmations 
- in

their classrooms, though perhaps without fully realizing its measurable impact. ln arccent phi
Delta Kappan arfufu, Pittinsky gives several examples:

r Nodding and making eye contact with students while they're tarking. Making sure to call on students of different races and genders equally. Referring to every student by his or her name
. Using inclusive language - for instance, talk about o'families" instead of "parents". Openiy giving praise for a wide-range of actions, from answering a question right to sitting still

during a lesson
. Staying enthusiastic when interacting with students

"Focusing on microaffirmations can create a virfuous cycle," writes Pittinsky. "Over time, they
can redefine the normative behavior in a classroom 

- or in a school 
- not only to avoid

exciusion and insult, but also to embrace inclusion and affirmation."

Small Behaviors - Big Impact

This study also suggests that education could benefit from a more comprehensive focus on how
behaviors both big and small impact students and schools. Teachers, school leaders, and
researchers could look at how a wide-range of microbehaviors impact students, and the various
forms these small actions can take.

"Instead of narrowly focusing on slights and insults," Pittinsky writes, "we should be looking at
the whole spectrum of microbehaviors and finding ways to promote the ones that can help us
best educate diverse K-12 students." And there's no reason for educators and researchers to stop
with the latest findings. It's possible, says Pittinsky, that there is more good news to be
discovered about microaffirmations, and more to learn in general about how small behaviors
affect student achievement.

Reimagining Empathy

Finally, this study reimagines empathy, deliberately putting it in a new light. We tend to focus on
"empathic sorrow," or the negative feelings that come along with recognizingthe pain or
misforfune of someone else. But Pittinsky's work shows that empathic joy is also a powerful tool
in aligning disparate groups of people and in creating feelings of success. "Interestingly," he
notes, "in other research on empathic joy, we observed an important trend: The teachers who felt
the most empathic joy were the ones who were reporting lower lwels of burnout."

This new ernphasis on empathic joy makes it possible for schools to use empathy not only to
boost student achievement, but also to reframe lessons in history and civics on the importance of
kindness and mutual understanding in fostering constructive solutions.
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This fall, gun violence created waves of panic and helplessness in 
lr-printer_Friendty

my school district, Charlotte-Mecklenburg, when a freshman at 
i=Emait Article

Butler High School shot and kill€d a classmate ln the hallway .: Reprints
over a personal conflict. With Everytown for Gun Safety reporting 

t?comments
more than 8O incidents of gunfire on American school grounds

already this year, it had seemed like only a matter of time before

a shooung touched our campus community.

How did we get to the point where such tragic events are now

accepted as inevitable? How can we shift the interpersonal dynamics in our schools and in

our society to make incidents like this less common?

Psychologists have been administering a test called the Narcissistic Personality

Inventory for more than 30 years. Over that period, they'v€ seen a consistent rise in

levels of narcissism and a corresponding drop in feelings of empathy. Individuals with

higher narcissism scores are more likely to lash out in anger, while those with lower

empathy scores are less likely to help others in need, These decades have seen a

corresponding rise in mass shootings.

I had already been thinking a lot about the decline in positive interactions in our society

and how we might more effectively teach character in our schools. Eut this local act of
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gun violence added a new sense of urgency to my goal of building community and

cultivating kindness between students. Twenty-plus years of experience teaching

prescribed character education lessons have shown me that an adult Simply talking about

character or modelling positive behavior does not often lead to the changes we want to

see in our children. There had to be a more impactful approach.

A few yeaIs ago, researchers at the un;versity of wisconsin set out to answer the

question, "Can compassion be learned?" They wanted to see whether practicing the

mindsetof caring would lead to more caring behavior, and the results of their study

were very promising. After practicing compassion towards friends, strangers, and even

people they'd had conflict with, participants showed increased activity in the region of the

brain associated with empathy and understanding. lust like learning to write the letters of

the alphabet or using the quadratic formula, it was regular opportunities to practice the

skill that made it more likely participants would successfully use the skill on their own.

With that in mind, i created an assignment that would give my 7th grade language arts

students the opportunity to practice compassion toward each other. I called it

"Undercover Agents of Kindness."
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To increase interaction between students who did not normally talk to each other, I had

each student draw a random classmate's name from a bowl. After they drew names, I

was shocked to hear some of them had no idea who the other person was-even after

being in class together for two months and, in many cases, attending the same school for

years. Students had two weeks to perform an unexpected act of kindness for the other

person and complete a written "mission report" detailing what they did and how it went.

Soon I began to see encouraging sticky notes on lockers in the hallway. Batches of

homemade cupcakes and bags of leftover Halloween candy made their way onto desks in

my classroom, as did origami, inspirational quotes. and hand-drawn portraits.
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I heard compliments exchanged about all kinds of things. Students I'd never seen

together Started offering to carry each other's books and musical instruments to the next

class. As the mission reports started trickling in, I read accounts of children studying

together, inviting others to sit together at lunch, helping others put football equipment on

at practice.
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However, it was my students' reflections on the kindness activity that revealed its impact

most. Again and again, they acknowledged that it was difficult and felt awkward to

approach someone they didn't know well and do something for them. But almost every

time they added that they were proud of themselves for doing it anyway and felt the

power in brightening someone else's day.

As part ofour reflection on the assignment, I solicited student advice on what I could do

to improve Undercover Agents of Kindness. My students offered many helpful

suggestions, including drawing names from the whole grade level instead of just

individual classes, offering example acts of kindness for those who get stuck, and allowing

a little more time so they don't feel rushed. The majority of them said they'd like to

https://www.edweek.org/tmlarticle sl2018l12l18/want-your-students-to-be-kinder-ty.html... 1212012018 
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repeattheactivity,althoughSomeadmittedthatitshouldn,trequireaschoolassignment

for them to be kind to each other.

IplantomakeUndercoverAgentsofKindnessamonthlyoccurrence'andlwouldloveto

see other teachers borrow the idea, improve it, and share their results with the educator

community as well.

Sometimes our world seems dark and scary and we feel powerless to change it' Together

my students and I are learning that there are steps we can take to make things better'

we can find ways to break down barriers, build stronger communities, and normalize

compassionate behavior. we can be intentional about creating opportunities to practice

kindnessandmakeitmorelikelypeoplewilltreateachotherwithcompassionontheir

own. We can let our students lead the way.

lustin Parmenter is a 7th grade language afts teacher at Waddell Language Academy in

Charlotte,N.C.HeWasafetlowWithHopestreetGroup,sNCTeacherVoiceNetworkfrom

2016-2018 and currently Serves on that organization's design team. You can find him on

Tw itte r at @ I u sti n Pa r m ente r.
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